AIRCRAFT DOCKING & ACCESS EQUIPMENT

→ Albret Pourteau, France
→ Zacher GmbH, Germany
ZARGES TUBESCA DIVISION AIR
The DIVISION AIR of the Zarges-Tubesca group is based on the international cooperation between the German company ZACHER GmbH and the French one, ALBRET POURTEAU SAS, two leaders in the field of aircraft maintenance docking and access equipment for more than 30 years. Both companies bring their outstanding know-how and mastery to combine efficiency and proficiency aiming to become one world-class market leader setting up world-class standards.

OUR STRENGTH

➔ the ability to adapt to various constraints, building up specifications with users
➔ a comprehensive range of products and solutions
➔ the use of various technologies
➔ an R&D team proficient in the latest 3D C.A.D software
➔ strong knowledge in aircraft maintenance industry and security standards
➔ a one-to-one customer relationship based on project management
➔ quality controls at all stages of manufacturing and product support services
➔ several ISO 9001 industrial facilities for flexible production and short lead-time

YOUR BENEFITS

➔ to meet your technical needs and economical requirements
➔ to answer your environmental constraints
➔ to provide you safe and user-friendly equipment
➔ to reduce your aircraft setting up and downtime based on our experience
➔ to improve your return on investment
AIRCRAFT DOCKING

- Customized Aircraft Docking Systems
- Standardized Aircraft Docking Modules

- Nose-to-tail docking equipment for civil and military aircrafts giving access to any spot and fitting all specific contours such as engines, wings or tail shape
- Grounded or suspended
- Several small modules or single large systems
- Able to serve multi- or single aircraft types, narrow or wide-bodied
- Nose-in or tail-in configuration
- On jacks and/or on wheels aircraft, combining the use of elevation system and sliding panels
- All aluminium or mixed steel-aluminium structures
- Fitted with the related services such as electrical, pneumatic and lighting devices, explosion proof; and hosting system for painting and degassing
MOBILE ACCESS EQUIPMENT

- Universal Maintenance Stairs
- Specialized Maintenance Stairs

- Wide range of fixed- and variable-height maintenance and access stairs for indoor or outdoor use
- Standard or custom-made access stairs fitted with small or large working platforms; narrow or wide stairways (45° to 50° inclined)
- Robust and light structures (all aluminium or steel/aluminium) for easy manoeuvering and accurate positioning

- **Standardized access:**
  - Fixed-height Maintenance Stairs
  - Variable-height Maintenance Stairs

- **Specialized access:**
  - Pax and Cargo Door
  - Windshield and Window
  - Under Cowling
  - Nose or Main Landing Gear Wheel Well
FUELLING EQUIPMENT

→ Fixed height Fuelling Stairs
→ Height-adjustable Fuelling Stairs
→ Fuelling Ladders
→ Fuelling Devices

→ Universal variable height working platforms for all types of aircraft including A380
→ Fast, safe and convenient fuelling
→ Alternative design of fuelling stairs equipped with height-adjustment
→ Fitted with fuelling hose/nozzle, earthing devices and stainless steel containers
Zarges Tubesca Group

People working at height are close to our heart. Our staff of 1,600 have been working for decades on first-class and innovative solutions that offer people „more“ in terms of safety and cost effectiveness. These solutions are developed in close collaboration with the customer and with a high level of advisory skills. Our service ensures friendly and smooth cooperation. This way, we have developed the confidence of our customers and we are proud to be the market leader.

If you don’t know us - you might know our customers:

Albret Pourteau
4-10, rue Maximilien Robespierre
ZAC du Terminal - Bât Le Floreal
93135 Noisy Le Sec Cedex
FRANCE
Tel.: +33-1 48 10 53 09
Fax: +33-1 48 46 89 44
Web: www.albretpourteau.fr
E-Mail: contact@albretpourteau.fr
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